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shaolin soccer is the prequel to shaolin temple. with this, stephen chow returns to his martial arts roots. but, this time he is in a shaolin
temple and has to go up against the evil monks. the action is pretty great as we see the shaolin brothers and there are many fights. there
are lots of kung fu moves and amazing stunts that are quite funny. in this movie, chow does a pretty good job of portraying the shaolin. in
fact, i like chow's portrayal of the shaolin way better than his portrayal of the wu tang clan. there are some good characters and also some

funny ones. the story is pretty good but it is pretty hard to follow if you don't know the movies. if you love kung fu movies and sports movies
then you will love shaolin soccer..and if you don't you will still enjoy it. it has a really good story and the animation is very well done. there

are a lot of awesome kung fu moves and there is a lot of violence. the fights are pretty awesome and the action is awesome. i really enjoyed
the story and it was a good movie. shaolin soccer is one of the many films based on the kung fu genre. it features stephen chow as the
leading man. the story is about a shaolin temple that has been turned into a prison by the evil monks, who have the power to bring out

people from different places in the universe. chow is the single most important character in the film, and if you ask me, he does a great job.
he does some cool martial arts and is very funny. the animation is pretty good and the fights are awesome. i really enjoyed this film and

highly recommend it.
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